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 Flying Circus Park Flying Circus Park, which opened in 1935, was the main attraction at Worlds Fair Park. The park had a six-
acre (24,000 m2) layout, with the chariot race track in the center. Some of the rides and games were similar to the layout of the

main attraction of the Carousel of Progress, which also opened at Worlds Fair Park in May 1934, but unlike the Carousel of
Progress, the Flying Circus was not interactive. Disneyland and Walt Disney World At Disneyland, the attraction was located in
Tomorrowland. It featured 11 ships, each seating up to four people at a time, in order to simulate the aircraft used on the WWI
trenches. The attraction closed in 1977, and it was replaced by Space Mountain. In 1982, the attraction was replaced by Space
Mountain in Tomorrowland. At Disney World, the attraction is included in Tomorrowland. It has been updated since the first

opening in 1971, and features Disney figures in roles as pilots, passengers and air traffic controllers. External links Black Park –
Over 60 images of the attraction at Black Park Tour of the Black Park History of the Black Park Category:Amusement rides
introduced in 1923 Category:Amusement rides manufactured by Disney Category:Amusement rides manufactured by Black
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Park Category:Disneyland Category:Disney's Hollywood Studios Category:Tomorrowland Category:Disneyland Park (Paris)
Category:Magic Kingdom Category:Tyne Yard Category:Alphagète Category:Aerospace museums in the United States

Category:Museums established in 1923 Category:Museums disestablished in 1968 Category:1923 establishments in France
Category:1968 disestablishments in France Category:Defunct amusement parks in France Category:Defunct aircraft landings

Category:Defunct aircraft ridesQ: How to get the exact number of items from boost::container::flat_set? If I have the following
code: boost::container::flat_set data; for(size_t i = 0; i
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